Retrotransposon replication in plants.
Retrotransposons comprise the bulk of large plant genomes, replicating via an RNA intermediate whereby the original, integrated element remains in place. Of the two main orders, the LTR retrotransposons considerably outnumber the LINEs. LINEs integrate into target sites simultaneously with the RNA transcript being copied into cDNA by target-primed reverse transcription. LTR retrotransposon replication is basically equivalent to the intracellular phase of retroviral life cycles. The envelope gene giving extracellular mobility to retroviruses is in fact widespread in plants and their retrotransposons. Evolutionary analyses of the retrotransposons and retroviruses suggest that both form an ancient monophyletic group. The particular adaptations of LTR retrotransposons to plant life cycles enabling their success remain to be clarified.